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A constructional
scheme for making pressure cabins inraune
from catastrophic
failure
without undue weight penalty

It seems desirable to m&e some reference here to a constructional scheme put forward by the writer in a sequel to the present
report".
This scheme has its origin in paragraph 6 of Appendix D
of the present report,
where It is shown (see Fig.ZD) that when the
former rings are reduced in pitch to IO in. i.e. about half the
conventional
pitch, they effectively
limit
the radial swelling of the
inter-ring
skip&ringer
wall to that suffered by the rings them
selves.
In other words, the rings reduce the hoop stress in the
skrsn almost as effectively
as if the mteris.1 in the rings mere
incorporated
in the skin to increase its thdcness.
In the actual scheme described in the sequel the conventional
former rings are retained and the shell wall fitted
with flat hoops
directly
3.ttached
to the skin and pitched some 10 in. apart.
These
hoops have a thickness about four times that of the skin and a
width of about 2 in. so that they have a total cross-sectional
area
(for taking hoop tension) newly equal to that of the skin itself'.
They pay for their own weight however by reducing, as explained
above, the hoop-tenszon taken by the skin.
Not being integral
with
the skin they should act as potent barriers
to any crack that may
start in between a pair of hoops.
The scheme is described at length in the sequel report above
mentioned, and experimental work is in hand to prove that the
advantages indicated by theory are borne out in practice.
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SUMMARY

The problems that arise in the design of a pressure cabin are
almost entirely
due to the numerous structural
disoontinu~ties
that
Some
inevitably
break up the otherviise smooth distribution
of stress.
of the main discontinuities,
such as are caused by iirlndows, doors,
canopies, floors,
farmers, bulkheads and. domes, are discussed here, and.
design suggestions are made for dealing with then.
Partwular
attention
is called to Appendix D and the Addendum
based on it, which refers to a scheme for making pressure cabiils safe
against catastrophic
failure
166th little
weight penslty.
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Introduction

As pressure cabins have only recently come into use it is not
surprising
that no generally accepted methods for their structural
design
have so far been developed.
It is obvious at once that, with a pressure
vessel having the approximate form of a surface of revolution,
and a
ratio of cross-sectional.
radius to skin thxkness
of samething like
2000, membrane theory is applisable.
There is therefore a tendency to
assume that, since membrane theory 1s well-known to be particularly
simple and straightforward,
there are no serious structural
pmblems
to worry the designer.
A little
thought however soon disposes of such
an assumption, and pressure cabins are seen to require - more than
most structures
- the utmost owe on the part of the designer in balancing the many conflicting
factors that enter into their construction.
What gives rise to most of the problems is the necessxty for
intrcducing
discontinuities
and constraints
such as are caused by WUX%JW'S,
doors, canopies, floors,
bulkheads and domes. These interferences
break
up the smooth distribution
of membrane stresses U-I the skin, and tend
to cause stress concentrations
that reduce both the static
strength and
the fatigue life of the structure.
The main task of the designer is
therefore to minimise the stress concentrations
by preserving as far as
possible the original
membrane stress dzstrlbution
associated with the
unbroken skm.
That it is eminently worthwhde to go to some trouble in seeking
an optimum construction
is well illustrated
by quoting hypothetical
figures for a typical
size of cabin.
In a cabin with a main section
10 ft in dlameter and walls of 20 gauge (0.036 in.)
the max&um stress
is that associated with the hoop tension XI the main section, and has a
value of 16,600 lb/m2
(approximately)
for an lnternsl
operating
ressure
of 10 lb/in.
For an ultimate
stress in the sheet of 60,ooO lb/in li the
theoretical.
maximum pressure is therefore 36 lb/in2.
The intrcductron
of a multiplicity
of discontinuities
must inevitably
weaken the structye,
but the mantenance, by gooc? design, of a failing
pressure of 30 lb/in
would not appear an unreasonable target. to aim at in spite of dlscontuulities.
Suppose however that the figure actually
achieved is 20 lb/m2.
The upshot is that, for the latter figure,
the cabin is loaded to hdf
its ultimate
load. at every flight,
whereas for the target figure it is
loaded. only to one-third of its ultimate.
Having regard to the shape
of the typical
S-N curve, the value of such a reduction in the ratio
of workxng to ultimate
load is obvious, increasing the working life,
as it does, some ten-fold.
The purpose of the present paper is to eramine some of the salient
structural
problems, to disouss the design difficulties
they give rise
to, and to suggest possible ways of were&g
those difficulties.
Among the problems touched upon are those connected with:(1)

The design of frames for windows and similar

(2)

The desi@

(3)

The design of the canopy.

(4)

Interference
or constraints
transverse frames.

(5)

The design of pressure

(6)

Constraints

openings.

of doors.

oausdby

bulkheads

and

domes.

caused by the main fleer
-4-

and its

SuppOrtS.

They are all treated on the basis of existing
shell theory or simple
deductions therefrom, and extensive use has been made of the formulae and
tables oontainei in &mshenko's
well known treatise
'Theory of Plates and
Shells'
(Ref.1).
2

forces
of revolution

Membrane

m a pressure

oabin regarded as an unbroken surface

If, as seems legitmate,
we regard a pressure cabs as a surface
revolution,
en3 ti, further,
we assume that only membrane forces are
operative,
the distribution
of these forces 1s very sunple and readily
visualised.

Fig.

of

A

The cabin shzwn in outline in Fig. A consists essent~slly
of an
approximately
oy1urdrios.l part DF, a rounded rear part snd a streamlined
fonvard. part.
Every element of surfaoe such as that at B, for example, is
LII equilibrium
under the outwardly directed normsl force due to the internal
pressure and the inwardly directed components of the membrane forces brought
into action by the two curvatures - lateral
and longitudmal.
As mentIoned
in Appendix C, the centre of lateral
curvature must lxe on the long~tudind
axis, and for the element of area at B, is therefore the pornt A where the
normal cuts the axis.
The longitudd
radius of curvature, while coinciding
with the same normal, has a length BE deperdlng on the shape of the cabin
contour U-I side view, being infmnite at sections aft of DD'.
If
Th

= manbrsne hoop tension

Tc4 =
rh =

longitudinal

'8

=

longitudinal

P

=

internal

lateral.

tension

(or hoop) radus
or meridisnd
pressure,

-5-

of curvature
radius

of aurvature

we have the standard formula

connecting

pressure

ad

membrane forces

For a p.ven longitudinal
cross -seot~~on such as Fig.A, the value of T&
is at once obtained fmm simple equil~briua
considerations
(Appenduc C),
whence knowing rh ard r8 we osn write down the hoop tension Th.
For small variations
in the shape of the longitudinal
sectlon, Te
varies little,
but its contrlbutxm
to the local containment of the
pressure 1s sensitive
to re, being nothing over the parallel
part of the
section and becoming progressively
more important as the extreme nose
It follows at once that, so far as resxting
the internal
is approached.
pressure is concerned,
a cabin having the shape of Fig. A can have Its
skin thickness progressively
reduced from D to 0 w-thout loss of strength.
If, for example, the nose takes the form of a sphericsl cap with a r&US
l/3 that of the msin parallel
section, the maximum membrane force at
the nose is obviously only l/6 that of the hoop tension aft of DD'.
the skin m the nose region
Under simple membrane fcrce, therefore,
will have either the SBme strength as the m&n section at l/6 the thickness, or 6 times the strength for the same thickness.
It is a fortunate fact that, for reasons of visibility,
the c”opy
is inevitably
located well forwsxd in a nose region where the maxirmvn
manbrsne tension is little
more than half that in the main cabm.
If
therefore the same skrn thickness is usen in the two locations,
any 1099
of strength due to the discontinuity
introduced by the canopy is well
covered.
The above remarks a@y to the unbroken cabin shell: the remarrnder
of this report is concerned with discussing the effects of various kinds
of d3scontinuit~~s.
3

Main-cabin

discontlnuities

- windows etc.

Windows snd doors are a principal
source of discontlnuities
In
the main cabm, ad the designer's
problem is to neutralise
the rise in
stress level that tends to occur whenever a hole is cut xn the cabIn
shell, and the material so removed is replaced by a ncn-stress-transmitting window-panel.
The ideal. to aim at IS to choose a wxdowfrsme
of
such a shape and frame sectxon as to cause nc change of stress in the
shell outsde the frame.
A hole with this kind of reinforcement
round
Its margxn has been referred to as a 'neutral hole'.
The theory of
neutral holes has been discussed by Gurney2 snd nxxe recently by
Nsnsfiel~,
who has derived some elegant solutims
based on the stressfunction defining the stress distribution
in the uncut plate.
The
simplest case is that in which the two principal
stresses m the plate
Under these conditions
it is possible to deduce at once by
are eqml.
purely elementary considerations
(see Appendix A) that a hole, to be
neutral, must be circular
in shape and reinforced
by a zxng of constant
cross-sectional
ares. That area, moreover, must be such that the weight
of the ring (of the ssme material
as the plate) 1s about 2/(1 - V) times
that of the disc it replaces, where v stands for Poisson's Ratio.

-6-

If the principal stresses are unequal, but still of the same sigrl, the
neutral hole becomes an ellipse, with its major axis in the direction of the
greater principal stress. The reinforcing elllptiosl
'ring' 1s no longer of
constant cross-section but has a me&mumand mudmumat the ends of the major
and minor axes respectively.
3.1

Importance of cross-sectional

shape of reinforcing

manber

In the theoretical treatment of neutral holes the problem is constiered
solved once the sh&pe of the hole and the cross-sectional variation of the
boundary memberare specified in terms of the thickness of the sheet and the
ratio of the prlncipsl stresses. It is possible, however, while still
nominally satisfyzng these conditions, to lose much of the expected. beneficial
effects by different
practical design.
As an example, constier again the simple case of equal principal
stresses for which the neutral hole is a circle and the reinforcing membera
circular ring of constant cross-section.

Annular

disc

k

a $2. ____3
3.66t

Skin

'

doubler plate

Fig.

1

Figs. l(a), (b) and (c) show various ways of remnforcing the edge of a
circular hole of radius *a' so as to make the hole neutral.
In l(a) the
reinforcernext 1s all ooncentrated at the edge; in l(b) it is spread out as
an annular disc, and in l(c) it takes the form of an annular doubler plate
plus an mner ring.
Schemel(a) hardly lends itself to practxal design.
Schemel(b) 1s better from this point of view, but entails a cimumferentxKl,
-7-

:
?

stress at the inner edge some 107: above the uniform stress in the outer
The sudaen and mnsiderable
change of section at the outer edge
plate.
of the remforung
annular disc is also a disadvantage.
A still
better
scheme 1s l(c) where the reinfcrcenxz.t
takes the form of an annular disc
equal m thickness to the outer skin, supplemented by an inner ring at
the edge of the hole.
It may be of rnterest to quote the values of the radial end
cvxxderential
stresses cr and be respectwely
at the outer and inner
edges of the doubler plate and at the edge of the hole assCo to
be the uniform tensde
stress in the cuter sheet.
2

Outer edge
Inner

“e

0.5, cc

0.87 0-O

0

1.05 GC

edge

E&e ring

0.98 d c

Prom these results,
which are deduced from a simple extension of standard
formulae (see Appendix B), it is seen that the greatest stress is no mere
than -!$Aabove that of the uniform sheet stress.
In scheme l(c) the doubler plate performs the useful function of
minhsmg
the otherwise sudden change of radxit
stress at the skin-toring Junction, and at the same time constitutes
a more flexible
type of
ccnnect~cn.
Another advantage is that It provides a sli&htly
greater stiffness
for a given weight than the simple ruy of Fxg.l(a).
This 1s because
the clrctierential
stiffness
of an annular disc IS rignlfied
by the
Poisson's Ratlo effect of the accompanying radial tensxon.
It will be noted that wing to the fd95.ng of the edge-reinforcing
meniber on the ins&de surface only of the dun, rather than synmetrlcally
cn both sties, an undesirable
couple is introduced by the offset pulls
Since external reinwhich tends to bend. the edge of the hole outwards.
it IS clearly advxxble
tc reduce the
forcement
1s hardly acceptable,
offset to a rmnununl. One way of countering this krnd ofbexd~ngmcment
18 to 'build-in'
(i.e. encastre) the edge of the rmndcw pane - a device
that would also reduce the bending moment z.n the central region of the
pane.
3.2

Ineffective

types of reinfcrcinp

A type of remforoingringthat.

ring
is of little

Fig.2.

Pig.2
-a-

use is that

shown in

Here the effective
part of the ring
&?S, the greater part of the upright
rendered useless by the bell-raout~

3.3

Effect

of too stiff

consists of little
more than the flange
portion 3% of the ring section being
tendency at B under the radial load.

a reinforcing

ring

The correct size of ring provides the same stiffness
as the disc it
replaces.
If the remforclng
ring is less stiff
than this, the circumferential
stress in both ring and sheet is greater than the uniform stress (co say) in
the uncut sheet.
On the other hand, if the ring is stiffer
than the original
disc, the circwf’erential
stress in the adJoining sheet is, as might be
expected, reduced - but only at the expense of sn increase in the radial stress
above the origiral
o. (since the sum of cmcumferential
snd radial stresses
must always remain constant at 2 a,).
In other words excessive stiffness
1~i a reinforcing
ring defeats its
by actually
attracting
loads fmm the surrounding sheet. For example,
a ring of double the proper stiffness
induces a radial stress in the adjoining
sheet that 1.5 24% above the original
stress o-o.
ObJect

3.4.

An interesting

paradox

The problem of the edge-reinforcement
of holes in plates
interesting
paradox, which is not without design importance.

raises

an

Consider a hole made in an infinite
expanse of sheet in which, to fix
ideas, tne principal
stresses are equsl and the hole circular.
If the uniform
tensile stress m the uncut sheet is o,, it follows (see Appendix B) fmm
standard theorv that the cirouaferentxal
stress at the edge of the hole is
2 uo. The actual formula may be quoted in order to show how quickly this
stress falls off with distance fro~x the hole.
We have

circumferential

( where

a

zz radius

r

=

stress

distance

uc3 = u.

I+8

c

r' >

of hole
from hole centre)

which shows that at (say) 4 diameters from the edge of the hole (r=Ya)
the circumferential
stress has dropped from 2 u. at the edge to 1.01 co, or to
within 1% of the stress at infinity.
At 100 diameters froin the hole the
identical
stress given by the formula is 1.000025
a,, and therefore practically
with tne stress at infinity.
It might be thought therefore that, if the
thickness of the plate were doubled over an area extending to 100 dismeters
from the edge of the hole, the edge stress would be reduced by half.
This
is not so, however, as the stress at the hole is still
I.24 coo, (for a
Poisson's Ratio of $) a figure below which the edge stress csnnot be reduced
however wide the area covered by the doubler plate.
The explanation
is at once evident if we visualise
the infinite
plate
as (say) IO ft square and the hole as 5 inch diameter.
It is then clear
that a doubler plate extending to (say) 10 diameters from the edge of the hole
constitutes
in effect a local reinforcement
of the 10 ft plate by a 5 inch
diameter
solid
disc - since the effect
of the & inch ccntrsl hole has a
The result is that, as show in
negllglble
affect on its radial stiffness.
foraes fmm the se
the previous paragraph, the 'hard spot' attracts

-9-

,

area of the 10 ft plate so that the radial
stress immediately outside the
inside the doubler
doubler plate increases from co to I.& co. Inmediately
with formula (1)
plate this drops by half to 0.62 bo, wtich, in amordance
above (after substituting
0.62 u. for a,) again increases to double vtiue,
i.e. I.24 uo, at the edge of the hole.
It need hardly be pointed cut that this paradox,
1eadiLg up to it are not without relevance to practical
3.5

Superiority

of neutral

and the paragraph
design.

holes over holes of arbitrary

shape

The great superiority
of a correctly
designed neutral hole over a
hole of arbitrary
shape arbitrarily
reuforced,
is well illustrated
by
considering again the sunple case where, in the uncut sheet, the pnnclpal.
stresses are equal.

Fig.3
Figs.J(a)
and j(b) show a square and a cjrcular
hole, each remnforced at the edge. In comparing the relative
effectiveness
of the
reinforcements
it is useful to remember that, when the principal
stresses
are equal, the pull III the unbroken sheet is the same in all Erections,
so that the net effect on any element of area is a pure dilatation.
Thus
the disc that originally
occupied the place of the circular
hole ,lust
have been subJected to a uniform raduit pull.
That radisl pull,
In the
absence of the disc, IS, in Fig.j(b),
resistedby
the reinforcing
ring,
whose cuss-section,
in order to make the hole neutral,
has to be such
as to give the ssme overall expansion as the disc It replaces.
The way equilibrium
is mawtained between the ring end the
sheet is shown by the shaded sector abed of the nng.
The radial
f are equurlibrated by the radial component of the circumferential
T III the rug.
-

IO -

ad;lOinmg

forces
pull

The im2ortsnt point is that the ring resists
the pull in the sheet by a
simple tension, wxthout any adventitious
aid from its bending stiffness,
in
the same way in fact as the chain of a suspension bridge.
Compare now the behaviour of the circular
ring with the square frame with
which the square hole is edge-reinforced.
The foraes f III the middle region
cf the side Ah' can only be resisted by the bending of the frame,
'
direct pull in AA has no component in the direction
of f.
It is ;zizb?to
make the frame strong enough to resist the bending, but it is not possible to
make it stiff
enough without making it prohibitively
heavy. For, to have
adequate stiffness,
its benting defleotion
has to be comparable vvlth the
stretch of the soulare of sheet that originally
occupied the hole.
What
actually
takes place is that the sides of the frame try to resist the forces f
by bending but, being nmoh tco flexible
to do so effectively
take up the shape
shoxn exaggerated on Fig.J(o),
from whxh it can be inferred that excessive
tensile
stress concentrations
are brought into action at the -er
edge of the
Doubler frsme in the corner regxms.
meeting no resistance from the frame,
the forces f must largely change their direction
tc that indicated in Fig.3(a)
by thedottedline
EF. The same ccx&.tions
obtam, of course, for the other
pair of sides.

l

It follows from these remarks that square or rectangular
holes for the
windows of pressure cabins are to be avoided as structurally
inefficient.
3.6

Outline

of suggested arrangement

It is clear from what has already been said that the problem facing the
designer who wants to use neutral holes for his wtiows
is much simplified
if
the principal
stresses in the uncut sheet are equal. For the proper shape of
hole is then circular,
and the reinforcing
ring is also circular
and of
constant cross-section
- facts that synplify
the design and facilitate
the
construoticnsl
problems.
As it happens, however, the two principal
stresses induced in the walls
of a closed circular
cylinder,
like a pressure cabin under internal
pressure,
are not eqx3.l. The hoop stress in the iaain cabin is twice the longitudinsl
stress, SC that it xvuld appear incumbent on a designer wishing to fit his
windows into neutral holes to use holes of elliptical
shape, with the major
sxes vertz0e.l.
This, however, does not necessarily
follow, because it is
possible, by a simple constructional
device that can be Justtiied
on other
grounds, to reduce the effective
hoop forces to half their nominal value, so
making the hoop loads in the area that matters equal to the longitudinal
loads.
The suggested construction
will be understood by reference to Flg.4,
which shows a part of the side of a pressure cabin and three windows.

Tail
Load

I

B

D

Fig.&
- II

-

I

6

In flight
the most important load, other than the internal
pressure,
that has to be sarrxdby
the middle strip of wall hh'g'g is the vertical
bending shear. Under a downward tsil load the direction
of the shear
fcrces, as they affect the square a'b'd'c',
are shown by the arrows in
the figure.
The distribution
of bending shear stress rod
the hole is
best vxsualised as made up of two additive parts - first,
the simply
distribution
appropriate to the continuous uncut walls, and second, that
directly
induced by the cutting of the hole.
The first
requires no
diSCUSSion.
The second canbe conveniently
regarded as four equal
forces applied to the square frame a'b'd'c'
in the direction
of the
armws.
In the absence of the material that has been removed to make
the hole, these forces have to be liquidated
via the surrounding stmoture,
the vertloal
fomes
by tiuclng
shear in the rectangular
areas act and bd',
and the horrsontsl
fames by shears 111areas a'f' and o'm'.
In order to
distribute
the shearing actions over a reascznsbly wide area of sheet,
ad SO reduce stress concentrations,
it is desirable
to introduce
stress-distributing
members. For the vertical
couple
these msy take the
form of reinforcements
of the exisi.mg fuselage rings AT3 and CD, and are
shown in the figure as ab and cd. Their function 1s to carry the shearinp action aeeper into the circular
strip mD, and so reduce the shez+r
stress.
The complementary horizontal
couple is liquidated
across the
panels a'f' and c'm, well enough by the agency of the existing longitdulal
stringers
without the use of special rernforclng
members.
It is now pmposed to rely on these necessary vertlcdl
reinfomm
members ab, cd to relieve the intervening
sheet fmm some of its hoop
load, the intention
being that, in the lnrmediate ne3gbourhood of the
hole, this relief
should amount to half the original. load. Experierlce
indicates that, in order to ensure the required redistribution
of hvp
load as between sheet an3 ring-reinforcement
members, the latter
should
extend a distcrnce a'a, about equal to the cross distance a'c',
slang the
ring BA. The cmss-sectiond
area of each tapered nk?&er as it approaches
the hole should, for the present purpose, be equal to the cross-sectional
area of the intervening
sheet, so thatinthisway
half of theloadis
taken by the relnforcxng
members and the remaining half by the sheet.
Such a construction
makes the effective
hoop load per unit wxdth of
section equal to the longitudinal
load, and therefore Justifies
the use
of circular
windows.
There LS, of course, always the alternative
course of usmg elliptical
windows and of taking care of shear due to tail loads by reinforcing
the
Choice between
sheet, rather than the frames, adJacent to the wtiows.
the two methods is largely a matter of msnufacturlng
convenxence.
3.7

S-y

of main points

The following

oovered m 3 above

1s a sunrmary of the main points

discussed

m sectxon 3.

1

Holes cut ~fl a pressure-oabin
wall should be pmperly shap,ed
and reinforced
130as to qualify as neutral holes under pressure
lords, for a neutral hole leaves the stresses m the surrounding sheet unsffected by its presence.

2

The simplest shape of hole and the simplest type of edgereinforcement
go with a sheet in which the principal
stregses
sxe equal, and hence cause unlfom d..iLatatzon througtiut
the
sheet. The hole is then circular
and the edge-reinfomin$
member is of constant cross-section.
- 12 -

3

A suitable type of edge-relnfarcmg
member might well be en annular
disc, or doubler plate, emal I.II th~kness to the surroun&~ng sheet
and further stiffened
by an edge ring as in Flg.l(c).

4

A stand-up type of ring (as in Fig.2) IS unsuitable as its red.
stiffness
under loads applied in the plane of the sheet is (due to
bell-mouthing)
much less than its nd
stiffness,

s

Reinforoing
a sheet by another of equal thdcness
extending beyond
the edge of the hole by several diameters mill not halve the stress
at the edge - a paradox that 1s discussed m the text.

-

5

4

6

Stiffeq
the edge of a hole beyond what IS
neutral makes the reinforcing
meder stiffer
it replaces.
The redt
is to create a 'hard
load to itself
by magndying the radial pull
sheet.

required to make it
than the original
sheet
spot' that 'attracts1
in the surrounding

7

Sware or rectangular
holes for windows are not good design as they
produce stress concentrations
however substantially
reinforced.

8

Since the principal
loads in a pressure cabin are not equal - the
hoop loads bezig twice the longltudlI131 loads - a method 1s described
for halving the hoop loads in the mediate
vlclnity
of the w.ndows,
thus making the pr~d~pal
loads effectively
e$Kl, and Justifying
the
use of the simple c~.-~ular hole.

Cabin doorway

Since, for practxal
convenience, the cabin doorway must take the form of
a vertically
elongated hole, the fact that the hoop tension is tmlce the longibkuu.1 tension may be turned to advantage.
For the correct shape of a neutral
hole under such conditions
1s an ellipse,
with a ratlo of major tominor
axis
of ?f2. As for the size of the edge-reinforcing
member, &.nsfxeld3 has shown
that the cross-sectional
area Am, which in this case must be variable,
is given
by
the
foda
%f
A
m
bt

Fig.5

=Y-2(l+x/b)
l-

2

P

23/2
(3)

2v + 3 x2/b'

in terms of the co-cordinates
x and y of Flg.5.

Aa already lndioated in the case of crroulsr hcles, it is desirable for
the reidormng
edge-member to take the form of a flat dxsc-like
Img, so as
to lie as nearly as possible in the plane of the shell wall.
As it is desrrable to strengthen the surrounds of the door frame
against accid~tal
damage etc., this should be arranged in such a way as not
tc increase the ef'fectlve
cross-sectional
area of the edge-relnforomg
member
proper.
A convenient way is indicated xn Fig.6 by a rough diagram.
This is
intended to cenvey the idea that it 1s possible to introduce a box-like
surrounding structure for the door frame which,

Skin

f

Fig.6

7

1

due to its high depth-width ratlo
of the tension T in the skin.

5

Pilot's

cannot pick up any appreciable

fraction

osnopy

The pilot's
transparent canopy offers a more awkward obstacle to
shell contumity
than either windows or doors; It is mch too wide to
be effectmely
bypassed by my systemof
edge-reinforcing
members alone.
Kothxng less than Its divismn
into panels by stress-carx3%xg members
that bridge the gap wili here Suffice.
Consider a lcng narrow rectangular gap in a plane sheet in which
the principal
stresses are unequal but neither of them zero.
If' the
prlnc1ps.l stresses ccincide III direction
with the sides of the rectangle
it is natural to place the br&ing
members straight-across
the gap as
in Fig.T(a),
the narrowness of the gap making lt unnecessary to have
complementary members at right angles to these, other than the lo&tudinal edge metiers themselves.

j,+Principal
Stresses

(4

(“1
Fig.7

The Size of the bridge-members will be such as to m&e the Cross sectional
area of each eq+t to that of the sheet between ad;lacent members, thus
maintslnlng
the stxffness
of the original
unbroken sheet.
Transference
of load from sheet to bridge-members is by shear action between the
Sheet and extensions of the members into the body of the sheet, as Shown
The usual shear-reinforcement
at the
by the dotted lines m the figure.
oorners, where the extensions meet the edge of the gap, is of course
necessarjr.
d point tc be noted is that such an amargement of bmdge-members
is satmfaotory
only so long as the directions
of the principal
stresses
are imutable.
The slightest
change of direction
puts the Slot under
shear forces which the upright bridge-manbers are powerless to resist,
and which, if the bridge-members constitute
the supports for a nonstress carrying material
(such as perspex), puts the latter under unfair
strein.
To cater for smsll changes of direction
of the principal
stresses It is therefore
essential
to introduce a diagonal bracxng of
some kind. such as that
indicated by chain-dotted
lines XII the fig.we.
In the case where the main Load across the gap involves (unequal)
prinoipSl
stresses that are oblique to the edges of the rectangle,
aS
in Pig.T(b),
ease of load transference
from sheet to bridge-members
demands that these (and their extensions) should lie parallel
to the
directions
of the principal
stresses,
as Shown m the figure.
By
arranging these members so that their extremities
meet to form a kina
-
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of Warren-girder bracang, two birds are killed
with one stone; for the gap is
then adequately braced aganst minor changes of direction
of the princapal
stresses, and no undue strain can fall
on any non-stress-carrying
material
supported by the members.
If these principles
are applied to the canopy, it will be traversed by
bradge members that are, in effect,
continuations
of the hoop frames along
the caban cross-section
and. of the longitudinal
members in the darection of
the generators.
A plan view of a csnopy bridged on these lines as shown in
diagrexmatio
form an Fag.8, where at is seen that the hoop and generator
bridge-members make up a well-triangulated
braced structure.

5

What has been saad above (in discussing P1.g.7) regadmg
the crosssectional
area of the bridge-members and therr extensions again applies,
andependently of whether the latter
coincide wath exasting caban hoop-frames
and longitudanalmembers
or not.

Fig.8
The canopy xay strake one as somewhat unorthodox in appearance but it
requires
also strikes one as highly functacnal. ' This sort of design admittedly
a greater nwber of panes in the canopy, but thas is offset by their smaller
Such considerataons
size and the smaller stresses that go with smaller size.
in
any
case,
of
secondary
importance.
What
matters
as
that a canopy
=-e,
bridged in this w;y is one, if not the only, logical
answer to the demand for
strength at least cost an weight.
Compared on a weight basas with a canopy
fitted
wth isore or less unidirectional
bridge members, its strength is
lakely to be several times greater.
6

&teractaon

between cabm-wslls

and bulkheads

or transverse

frames

Cabin transverse frames and bulkheads introduce dlscontinuities
that
The
require the investagation
of stresses other than membrane stresses.
irm~ortance of such secondary stresses can most conveniently
be assessed if
they are compared with a datum stress that is basic to the shell ccnstiered
as a _7ressure vessel.
Such a stress is the nominal hoop stress an the
This depends only on the shell radius, the
cylindracal
part of the cabin.
skin thickness and the pressure, and for the typical case we are considering,
where the radius r = 6C ins., skm thickness h = 0.036 m. and pressure
p = IO lb/in2 this stress
%tum

= pr/h

I 16,660 lb/in2
- 15 -

(4)

2

6.1

Effect

of frame-constramt

on longltudti

stresses

The constraint
exercmed by a frame ag,ainst the free expansion of
the cabin walls mduces longitudinal
bending stresses in the skin-stmnger
shell, whose magnitude depends on the stiffness
of the rmg against rsdud
expanaon.
In the absence of stmngers these bending stresses extend no
more than a couple of inches each side of' the ring, but when stringers
are present, as they always are, the extent of the disturbance
is more
The maximm bending stress in the skin-strmger
like a couple of feet.
shell. - in each ease ocarrz.ng imned=tely
wer the frame - is however
not very different,
as shown in Appendix D, although the reaction between
frame and shell is six to eight times greater for the strmger-redorced
skin - a point to remember when designing the rivets or other fastening
connecting the two.
One needs to consider two types of transverse frsmes - ordinary
former-frames
snd frames (including
bulkheads) specially
stiffened
for
various purposes.
It is necessary to consider not only the bending
stresses induct
in the shell but also the hoop and other stresses
induced in the frames themselves.
6.2

Constram-

effect

of stiff

frames

stress

The free rariml expanszon of the shell
quoted. above amounts to

Wf = &I

-

associated

withthe

hoop

v/4)

where the Poisson's Ratio term takes account of the added stiffness
contributed
by the longitudinal
tension, which is assumed equally shared
between skin end stringers.
Since the radial deflectionmust
completely rigid,
such a frame applies
and opposite to wf.

be zero at a frame that 1.5
in effect a r&al
defleotion

equal

Now, at any cross section of the shell the relation
between a redid
load P per unit periphery and the m&al
deflection
it producesin
the shell
wall is given (as shown in Appendix D) by the formula

D
x

= longitudinal
bending stiffness
per unit of circunfereme
=

It is seen that
the periodicity

longitudinal

distance

d the shell

from the section

wall

(7)
concerned i

the quantity B det ermines both the rate of ale-away
of the deflection.
At the frame (x = 0)
w

=

P/(813%)
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and

(8)

aad the bending moment
= P/4P

5

(9)

both maximum values.
A perfectly
rigid frame applies to the expanded shell a load P that is
obtained at onoe fmm (6) by putting wf (of equation 5) for w; the bending
moment M, follows,
and hence the ben&ng stress B.
For the frame itself
the corresponding
deflection
is gzven by (10).

A

=

cross-sectlon

between load and

Pa2
= -AE

Wframe
where

relation

area of frame.

Thus, if the radial constraint
is not rigid,
but is provided by a frame
of area A, the load P is obtained by equating to wf the sum of (8) and (10).
This gives
P(--+$

With P found, the bendrng stress
hoop stress Q in the frame by

6.3

Ikznerical

vdues

for

= Wf

in the shell

stiff-frame

is obtained

via (7) and the

case

Some numerxd values will put the various quantities
above discussed
For this purpose we assthe 20 s.w.g. skm to be
in proper perspective.
retiorced
by top-hat stringers
at about 6 111. pitch and that the stiff
frame
(or ring) has 2; in2 of cross-sectional
area. The numerical v&Lues are therefore as follows:P

=

IO lb/in.

P,

=

9.5 lb/m.

a

=

6oi.n.

h

e: 0.036 in.

A

=

2.5 in2

D

=

0.006E lb in. or 0.0123 with

E

=

IO7 lb/in2

From this

p

=

[= p(1 - u/4)1

E 0.14

stringer

in. -1

- 17 -

locslly

rexnforced

It works out that a frame of this stiffness
produces a radial
deflection
(fran the free-expansion
position)
some 8% of that due to a
perfectly
rigid frame.
Also the loading P = 105 lb/in.
Nominal stringerdan
Secondary bendingeffect

bending

stress

=

15,500 1b/in2.

due to en&tension-reduces

To this must be added the overall
about 47cO lb/in.,
the resultant
stress

this

to 14,000 lb/in2.

longitudinal-tension
stress
thus becoming 20,200 lb/in2.

of

This stress, if we wish to bring all secondary stresses well below
way
the datum hoop stress, must be reduced.. Probably the most effective
is to increase the beting
stiffness
of the stringers,
either by increasing
the gauge tbiakness or the height of the top-hat section.
The radial depression caused by the frame extends to a point 3x/&S
either side of it, so that if we stiffen
the shell we must do so over
that dlstanoe at least.
Suppose we merely double the stringer gauge.
This gives
P =
i.e.
so that
frame.

the stiffening

The ne
.2
~~~,~:4;Kl),=

3x/4@

z

0.118
20 in.

should extend a couple of feet

each side of the

result is to reduce the bending stress from 14,CoO to
a wrthwhile
reduction that brings the resultant
Stress
14,7cX, lb/in2 below our arbitrary
datum.

The carresponding hoop stress in the frame itself
is of little
account, smountlng as it does to only about 3,CQO lb/in2.
6.4

Constraining

effect

of former-frames

or former, frames the eqha.s~s in the
In the case of ordinwy,
matter of stress switches over from the shell to the frame. The
flimsiness
of the frame - of cross-sectional
area 0.16 compared with
2.5 m2 for the stiff
frame - allows it to expand with the skin, with
consequent substantial
reduction in the constraining
force P.

a

The problem of the former-frame,
unlike that of the s%iff frame
where the adJaoent former-frameswere
neglected, is complicated by the
close pitch of the rings.
This makes the oond~tions
at one frame dependent
on those at the s&acent frames.
This is dealt with in Appendix D on the
lines of Timoshenko's trestmsnt,
according to which the loading P is
obtained Pmm the relation
(13)
where the x's are functions
of (Se) defined
of frames.
For any vslue of S and 4, tables
X functions
to be readily
evaluated, whence
longitudti
maximum bending moment IS given

-
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in Appendix D, and 4 z pitch
given by Timoshenko allow the
P is found.
The consequent
by

(14)
from which the stress
6.41

Swellmg

is at once cbtaaned.
cf skin betweenfrsmes

The dasturbance caused by a single frame is only local, and beyond that
local region the shell wall oarraes its full hoop stress.
The pitch of formerframes however is usually close enough to prevent the slun from reachmng Its
full unimpeded expansion, even at a seotion mid-way between two frames, where
obviously the expansion must be a maximum. It is shown in Appexxiix D that the
inward?
radial deflection
(from the position
of unimpeded expansion) midway
between tMn, rings is givenby
the formula
W = w
where

is the deflection

w1

end

e

=

cost3 sti
sinhecosh

1 ( '-

at a frame

0 + sinecosh
6 + sinecos

0
6>

(15)

I
(16)

1

a~/2

When the pitch e &ops below about 10 in. the second term on the raght hand
side of (15) becomes negligibly
small, whichmeans that the shell wall and the
frames have the same ra3.is.l displacement.
It also means that material in the
frames is almort as effective
as that 111 the skur itself
in reducing skin hoopstress.
The qualification
is due to the % extra hoop stlf'fness of the skin
(for the same radial displacement)
derived from the Poisson's Ratio effeot of
the longitudinal
tension.
6.42

Some numerxdl

.

P

r

values

We assume a Z section former of 20 s.w.g. sheet (0.036 m.) and 0.16 in2
cross-sectaonal
area as shown in Pig.lD of Appendix D. It as cut away, or
notched, to allow the unimpeded passage of the stringers.
Two case3 are considered.
In one the pitch is 20 in. and the farmers
have the section just described.
In the other, the pitch is IO in. end the
frame gauge is reduced from 20 to 24 (0.022 in.),
the amount of material
an
the frames thus increasing by 22%. For the first
of these cases the longitudinal bending stress in the shell wall is 4,2cO lb/m2 which becomes 9,ooO on
adding the overall longitudinal
stress.
As the bending stress is lower in
the second case, it is clear that we need not be greatly concerned for this
type of shell-wall
stress, whatever the patch.
Making use of the above formulae (as described
Appendix D) we obtain the following
results.

an more detail

in

T-1
‘
20 s.w.g.
at 20 in.
Radial loa&~ng P between frame
and shell
i Hoop stress in ring
Hoop stress in skin (interfrsme)
I Weight of frame material per ft
i run
of
cabm
__.--.

frames
pitch

24 s.w.g.
at IO in.

frames
pitch

20 lb

32 lb
12,ooO lb/in2

12,4CCI lb/in2

14,500 lb/in2

13,4CO lb/in2

3.3 lb ..-.____~ __~__
- IT -

/
.-__--

4.1 lb

The drop from Ii+,500 to 13 @Xl lb/m.
~fl dun maximum hoop stress
(whcse nominal datum value by (4j IS 16,660 lb/d)
is not xn Itself
impressive, but it is to be remembered that the stress in question is
the main stress for the whole cabin.
The lower It can be brought, the
lower w1l.l be all the secondary stresses that var.. dlrectlywith
it,
and the langer the fatigue life of the whole structure.
It 1s seen from the table that the hoop stress XI the frame is
much the same far the two cases.
Ths 1s a fun&mental
feature of a
shell structure
of the type now ccnsidered,
in that any acceptable change
of pitch or cross-sectdons.
area of former-frames
can have little
effect
on the hoop stress.
Increasmg the section-area
of the frame merely
lncresses the constraint
st applies to the shell almost in the ssme
ratio,
unless of course an unacceptably large frame section is used.
Slender frsmes must therefore rnevxtably have hoop stresses little
short of that of the skin.
The stress d 12,OCO lb/in.
quoted. is reasonably
being xn fact no greater than that x.n the skin.
It 1s
because the frame is deeply notched at every stlrnger,
that stresses perhaps twice that amount are ylduced at
60 odd notches m every frame throughout the cabm.

low in Itself,
ObJectionable 0d.Y
with the result
each of the

One way of reducix
this concentration
is to use a favourable shape
of notch, the stringer
section bez.ng modified to suit. An alternatxve,
or
(preferably)
further,
stepwould
be to reinforce
the frame amund the
notches.
6.43

Transmission

of load between frame and strw

er-s.an
"

The notchlng of former-frames
has one curious result,
which is to
allow ca?aratlve
freedom for the outer lip of the frame to bend about
a clrctiwentxd
axis, in the way described X-I Appendix D. Unless the
strew thus induced reaches
lip 23 remt'orced In some way, the beting
scmething lrlce 20,000 Lb/d.
The only straightforwad
way to relxve
this stress 1s to fasten the
skin to the frs.nx? at a point on the l.xp as close as possible to the
junction
between lip and we>, with some kind of corner washer for even
load dxstnbution.
A solution
of this problem by changing the frmesection fmm 2 to a deep-catenary shape 1s discussed in Appendix D (last
pwz.).
A further
point to note is the local increase in the ~ti
hoop
stress between the flanges of a stringer wherever the strvlger
passes
through a frame notch.
Thu 1s discussed m relation
to lQg.?iD in
Appendix D, where It. is shovjn that any stress picked up between notdIeS
by the frame outer lip is returned m more or less concentrated form to
the short skin span across the notch.
From tizs point of view the
lighter
frame that goes with a closer pitch, as discussed 1116.42, is
It is to be remanbered however that, for
obviously to be preferrerl.
light-gauge
close-pitch
frames - even more than xxth the oonventlonal
type - It IS desirable,
in order to mintise
beding
stresses, to
abandon the 2 type of frame-section
and adopt a lipped. U-section having
the shape of a deep catenary, as explained at the end of Appendu~ 3.
It may be noted here that, from one point of view, the method of
fastenzing a ntrrnger flange by a single line of rivets has a&vantages
over the use of an adhesive for the sang purpose.
For the dhesrve
enables the stringer
flange, xhxh though narrow
1s tide
YI comparison
- 20 -

with its thickness, to pick up its full
share of hoop load.
shear stresses are thus induced at the edges of all stringer
No such stresses are induced in the riveted flange.
In studying

Considerable
flanges.

the stress

distribution
111a former frame it is necessary
unusual way in vtiich the stresses are inducad.
This is fully
discussed in Appendix D, where it is shown that the xnner lip of
the frame, and the web region lying below the level of the notches, are loaded
indirectly
by the radial loading P applied at the outer lip.
Were it not for
the drreot fastening between skin and. frame-lip
the latter
would be free of
circumferential
stress.
Such fastening however enables the lip to pick up its
share of hoop tension, but only, as already observed, by a concentration
of
shear fcs?oe at the two ends of each inter-notch
length of frsme lip.

to take account of the rather

7

i
a

Rear dome of pressure cabin

On the basis of the argument put forward in Appendix E the best shape
for the rear dome of a pressure cabin is the hemisphericsl.
Assuming this to
be correct, we are left with the problem of choosing the most efficient
method
of joining the hemispherical
dome to the forward cabin shell and to the rear
fuselage.
In this we are guided by two basic considerations:(i)

owing to the comparatively
heavy membrane forces involved,
it is
desirable to avoid any rsdial offset between the shell and the
4omc skms.

(ii)

There must not, in the neighbourhood of the joint,
be any reduction
in the longitudinal
bending stiffness
of the fuselage wall, on the
ma...ntenance of which the elastic stability
of the wall depends.

It is not easy to outline a scheme of design that satisfies
both these requirements, end the nearest approach put fomard here is that shown in Fig.3E of
Appendix E, where it is described in detail.

r

r

The scheme entails local stiffening
of thedome around Its base, both
on its inner and outer surface.
The Joint itself
is made by sandwiching
together (over the region AK of Fig. ZE) the three skins - of shell, dome and
The dome and the rear fuselage
rear fuselage - to form a sangle tipJOint.
wall are further directly
connected by fastening the latter
ta the outer stubstringers
that form the external reinforcement
of the dome.
The problem of determining the forces and moments introduoed by the
dtiferential
free radial expansion of shell dome and rear-fuselage
wall is
fully
discussed in Appendix E. It is also there shown, by reference to a
longitudlnaz
stress typical
numerical. example, that the maximum resultant
frcnn bending and longitudinal
tension - is under 8,000 lb/in2.
As thas is
only about half the datum stress we have set up, it is entirely
acceptable.
8

Constraint

due to cabin floor

Since the longitudinel
tension stretches the cabin in the fore-and-aft
direction
by an appreciable amaunt - about & JL for a cabin SC ft long under
the longitudinsl
stress of 4,702 lb/m2 we have previously
assumed - the
constraint
exercised by a stiff
floor mtbe
neglected.
The problem is
one of stress-diffusion
and its implications
will be understood by reference
to Fig. 9, which shows a diagremmatic view of a pressure-cabin
in side elevation, and cross-section.
The line ADB represents the floor in the stie view
and the line D,D in the seotionsl view.

-
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The radxal constraint
Introduced by the floor
stresses in the cabin and need not be discussed.

induces no undue

The problem of the longitudinal
constraint
1s reduoed to its simplest
terms lr we imagine the floor attached to the cabin wall only at section
CC1 zn the first
place.
While then the cabin 1s elongated by the pressure,
a suitable
external agency extends the floor to precisely
the same amount.
If the cabin were cylrndrloal
111shape from end to end, the external agency
would need to apply tensile loads Q (say) only at the two ends A and B of
the flwr.
.

If the floor is now fastened to the cab1.n wall at all sections ati
mduced, additive to ati
the external agency removed, the stress field
superposable on the original
longitudinal-tension,
1s that due to the
applxation
of compressive forces Q at A and B to the complete structure
(with cabin and floor as integral
parts).
Having regard to the length of the arc D, C
half-length
AD of the cabin, we conclude that, at
compression force Q wxll be uniformly
dzstrlbuted
wall.
This means that conslaerable shear stressts
cabin wall adjacent to the floor in the region of

D2 in relation
to the
sectron CC', the
over floor and cabin
must be induced m the
the two ends.

The problem of finding
the magnitude and distrlbutlon
of such shear
stresses is one that should, however, not be allowed to arise.
The real
problem is rather to design the cabin-to-floor
connections to allow the
dxf'ferential
expansun of floor and cabin-wail
to take place unhmderea.
This is not a dlffxult
problem, for there are many obvious ways III. which
this obJect can be acllu?ved without detriment
either to the effiolency
or
They need not therefore be discussed here.
economy of the structure.
9

Conclusions
The main conclusions
1

may be summarised as follows:-

Main cabIn

The highest stress level (directly
due to pressurisation)
III a
pressure-cabin
- the datum stress as we msy call it - is set by the
nommal hoop stress in the main cabin, and, if thx is the design case for
the fuselage,
a prime objective
of the designer shouldbe to keep 611
- 22 -

stresses throughout the cabin below that level.
The actual hoop stress can
be reduced well below this datum level by taking advantage of the fact that
former-frames
a little
more closely pitched than usual effectively
prevent
the skin between frames from expanding to a bigger radius than that of the
frames themselves.
The material
in the frames in this way helps the skin to
carry its hoop tension.
The effect 111a typical
case is to reduce a nomcnal
stress
of 46,000
lb/in2 to an actual stress of 13&.&O lb/in.

LI the streamlined forward part of the cabin, where the cabin
diameter is smaller and the lcngitudinal
tension helps to contain the pressure
by virtue of the longitudinal
curvature,
the skin membrane stresses are much
lower.
It is therefore much easier in this region of the cabin to keep the
stress concentrations
at the various discontinuities
from rising above the
datmn above mentioned.
This is fortunate,
since the most considerable discontinuity
in the whole cabin - the pilot's
canopy - occurs I.II the nose region.
3

Windows

In the main cabin the windcws are the chief cause of discontinuity
in the smooth surface of the skin, but It has been shown that, by a slight
modification
XI the design, it is possible to make round windows the ideal
shape for eliminating
stress-concentrations.
A windov~ frame of constant
section goes with the round window, in contrast with the variable-section
frame rewired
for the ellipticalw~ndow
which, in the absence of the modification, would be the iteal
shape.

To reduce the stress-concentrations
liable to occur around dcorframes, it is suggested that these be of ideal elliptical
shape with the edgereinforcing
member satisfying
the theoretical
requirements for least stressconcentration.
Incidental
structure
should not be allowed ta interfere
with
the main skin stresses round the door.
5

Pilot's

canopy

In the design of the pilot's
canopy the members that brace the
transparent canopy should lie rn the directions
- hoop and longitudrnal
- of
the main stresses.
They may well be continuations
of existing frslnes end
longitudinal
members, and arranged so that, where they cross the canopy, they
form a braced tri-angulated
structure.
A canopy braced in this way is likely
to be far stronger than if braced in the conventional. way.
6

Frmes

- stiff

and former-frames

Stiff frames are not themselves critically
stressed but they cause
heavy longitudinal
bending stresses in the stringer-reinforced
skin.
The
use of heavier stringers
in the neighbourhood at' the frame - 2 ft or so to
either side - is advocated, in order to reduce the stress well below the
set datum.
Former-frames cause no troublesome stresses in the stringers but
themselves experience hoc? stresses comparable to those of the skin.
Being
notched to allow passage to the stringers,
they are EUbJeCt to StreSS
concentrations
at the notches that may be well above the datum. Using a
good shape for the notch and reinforcing
the edge is a palliative.
Bending stresses
very high - partioularly

in the lips and web of a Z-section frame can be
the outer lip rrvhcch takes the full radial reactian
- 23 -

between skin and frame.
A lipped U sectlon in the shape of a deep catensry
would obvmte bending stresses in all but the outer lip, the fastening
between which and the skm should be as close to the spriug of the
catenary arch as possible.
7

Rear&me

To use membrane strength to advantage, the rear dome should be
hemispherical
and unrelntorced
except near its Junction with the mam
shell.
Here stub-stringers
are used in order to ensure oontmnUity of
cabm-wall
longitudinal
bending stiffness
without mtroducing
radial
offset of dome and mam-cell
skin.
8

Floor

Floors should be designed to allow differentisl
longitudinal
otherwise undesirable shear stresses
expsnsion relative
to the cabm-wall,
are set up.

NO.

Title,

Author

1

S. Tmoshenko

2

C. Gurney

3

E.H. Mansfle1.d

etc.

"Theory of plates and shells"
IllcGraw-Hill Book Co., 1940
"h analysis of the stresses In a flat
plate mth a remforced
circular
hole
under edge forces"
R & Ivi I&4, 1938
"Neutral holes in plane sheet - remforced holes which are elastically
equivalent to the uncut sheet"
Quarterly Journal. of Applied Maths.
1953
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LllmNDIx
Neutral

‘A’

hole in plane sheet with
stresses

equal prmcipal

Let t

=

A =

thickness

of plate

cross-section
re1nf0rculg

area of
ring

r

= radius of curvature of
element of arc of rmg

T

=

tensile

force

u. = principal

~1 rmg

stresses

Fig.lA
Consider the eqml~brmm of tne element of are r&3 of ring.
As
shown III Flg.lA,
the horiecntal
and vertical
forces exerted by the sheet
cn the elment of arc are respectively
(u. trd3) cod3 and (co trde) sin0
the only other forces are the tensions T at the ends of the arc.
The resultant

tangential

force

in the positxve

(rr. + u. trde.sme.00se)
which is identically

dux?ction

of 6 is

- (T + u. trde.00se.sine)

zero.

For equilxbrivaiin

the radial

(u. we)

direction

sin28 + (co we)

1s

the outward. resultant

00s2e - Tde

= 0

so that
T
which shows that,
member,

if

the tension
r

and therefore
strain

the hole mst

(Ia

T is tcbe
=

constant

in the reinforcmg

const.

(214

be circular.

For compatibility
of displaoemmt
III the tangential
in the ring arc must equal that of the sheet, i.e.
-=T
AE

or

= uotr

$

(1 -

direction

the

v)

A=zJ%J
= -+by
1

- 25 -

(IA)

(3A)

Since the cimmf'erential
strain of the rmg is thus equal to that of
the adJacent sheet their dmmeti-al strain must also be the same. In other
words the radial stretch of the rmg is identical
with that of the disc that
previously
occupied the hole.

-
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Fig.lB
A circular
hole of radius 'a' is supposed cut in a large
sheet u1 wkch the princlpdl
stresses have the same value Oo.
Unreinforced
tial

expanse Of

hole

For an unreinforced
hole with free edge the radial and circuderenstresses are respectively
(as given by standard forndae)

It follows that the sum of the two stresses is constant at Za,. Where
therefore the radul
stress Cr is zero at the edge of the hole, the c~roumferential
stress rises to 2co.
If,

at the hole,
ffr

there

= co

is an inward. pull

,-$
>
I+7
(

CCC

+$'

(

Is8 E a0

of pi per unit

a2

(=I
'i
-77

>
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a2
i

-Hole r~mforced

by mmiLs.r disc
-

If the hole is reinforced
by an smular disc of outer radius b, the sheet
beyond b rmy be regarded as having a hole of radius 'b' subjected to an inward
may
radial pull per unit am of areount po. The annular disc, correspondmgly,
be regarded as havmg zero -radmJ. stress at the edge of the hole and an
outward pull p, at its outer periphery.
The value of p. 1s determined by the
necessity f'or identuxd
cxcumf'erentisl
displacement (which ensures equal
r&dial dlsplacenent
also) of smxitar disc and. outer sheet at the oomon radius
b.
For an annular disc of thickness nt (where t is the thickness
sheet) under radial pulls per unit arc specified
as
PO

FL

=
=

the stresses

";

=

outward pull
bward
,I
(from stmdard

(,z

per unit arc at outer radius
0
IV !! 91 inner
I,
formlae)

1 a2> {y

b

are

(Pi - P,) + (pob2 - pia2)]

&

1
>

ue

=

k2

1 a2) [y

For the annulrir

i&t radius

disc

(P, - pi)

ui (= pi/t)

b the circumferentisl

of the

+ (pob2

-

pi")]

&

(JB)

_/

= 0, so that we have

stram

is

b&b = $ (“0 - “ur )
*
(53)

oy substitution

fmm (i+B).
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For theowtersheet

Qb

hole of radius

b under pull

-

PO)

= ; be - “9 lb

=i
by (2B),

(with

(after

Equatirz

2a - J$(I + v)
I 0
3

subst&utlng

b for

(6B)

a).

(5B) to (6B) gives

52
t = L2’- J f2

(1 - z

a2 (I

+ 43

+ n (1 + u)

It may be noted (m relation
to the paradox mentioned m the text)
that rf n = 2 (whzch corresponds to doubling the orlglnal
sheet) and
Y = $, the radxtl stress pa/t xn the sheet, when b IS very large
compared with a, becomes equal. to 1.24 co.
Equation (7B) applies
the ongIna
stresses CT~in
annular dxc must have such
in the sheet at the edge of
Putting p,Jt ewal to o. in

Neutral

hole reinforced

to any thickness of reinforcing
meniber. For
the sheet to be unaffected by the hole, the
a thickness nt that pdt,
the radial stress
the annular d;sc, is still
equal to uo.
(7B) gives

by annular

disc plus

inner

rrng

When the inner edge of an armular disc, Itself
insuff:cient
to
neutralise
the hole, 1s reinforced by an inner rug of cross-sectional
area A, the diso 1s then subjected to radial pulls at both outer and
inner edges. Equations (3B) therefore
still
apply, and in place of (5B)
we have

(‘e)b = ~ 62

1 a2) ~

(PO - Pi)(l

+ u) + (Pob2 - Pia')('

- ')I~

(9B)

strain m the outer sheet is again given by (6B).
(63) and (9B) for capatlbllity
of dxplacement,
we obtain

The coz-respondmg

By equating

[ Q2;

a*> ~po(l

+ v) + b2po(i

- u) - 2a2Pi]+nPo(l+
- 29 -

y)]$

= 2n so

(lo@

and since pdt

Pi/t

must equal co Ff the hole is to be neutral,

= 22
2

2
(1 + u) + + (1 C
a

For equal strain of ring ti

anndr

= (ga

wring

Pia
-ET

= $ Ib,),

Using (3B), and substituting
area of the ring to be

(b2-a2 )[(I

v)(l

- n) + n

(1

this gives

- u)
3

(IlB)

&LSOat the edge of the hole (r = a)

for annulus

- ~(~,),I

co for pdt,

+Y) +""a2 (I-v)(l

we find the cross-sectxonal

-n) +n(l -u)]

A = nat.

(13B)

4b’-[b2(1+u)+a2(l-u)]~(l+Y)+~(1-u)(1-n)+n(l-u)j
The ease where there is no annular disc, and the sheet is reinforced by the
inner ring &Lone, is represented in (13B) by making n = I. The value of A is
then at/(1 - V) as alredy given b
An annular disc of the
same thickness as the sheet (n = 2
= 2 and Y = $,
A = 0.63 at
which IS the value appropriate to the amsngement of Fig.(iC).

-
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APJ3lNDIxc
Membrane forces

m a surface of revolution
internal
pressure

under

A pressure cabin may be regarded as ap,proximately a surface of
revolution
about the fuselage longitudinal
axis, and conse~ently
the
For a shell
stan3.d membrane theory for thin shells can be applied.
under internal
pressure the mednxme forces are very simply derived, and,
as applied to a pressure cabm are briefly
given here for convenience.

E/&-y
4
\r\\
\ __ -- %
is

I
I_ I .~
!
I
i;-_\\-----------~.---.--D’
\L

Fig.lC shows a surface
is the longitudmal
axis X.

of revolutwn

for which the axis of symmetry

In membrane theory It is well known that the outwnrdly-dtieoted
pressure p on any elementary unit area is equlibrated
by the inward.
components cf the pull which the mesnbrme exerts by vu-tue of Its
princlpsl
curvatures.
In any pressure vessel, if the principal
planes of curvature
the X and Y planes, and if N,, NY and rx! r are the corresponding
menibrane forces and radn of curvature,
It x.3 well known that

5
r+x
where

p

is the mternal

Lp
'Y

pressure.
-
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are

From this we see at once that, L? both the radii of curvature are known
together with either force Nx or Xy, the other force ~8 at once known in terms
of p. This fact 1s madeuse of here.
Consider, for example, an element of unit area at B in Fig.%, where the
mertian line QB cuts the cross-sectlonal circle BB'. By symmetry, the nonaal
to the element, on which both radii lie, must cut the axis of revolution, a8
at A VI the figure.
Also by symmetry, the radius of curvature in the plane
hB perpendicular to the meridian must be equal to 3B or y/sin~, where 'p is
the supplement to the slope a of the tangent at B, and. y is the radius of t'le
cross-sectional circle BB'. The other radius of curvature is that of the
meridian at B with centre at E (say).

If T4
'h

= membranepull in longitudinal

direction

= hoop tension perpendloular to TE.

l‘h = transverse, or hoop, radius of curvature (= y/sinncp)
= longitu&inel, or meridian, radius of curvature EB
%
we have, from (IC),

r45 rh

=P

QC)

For any seotion BB' the value of Td is at once written down by ussng the
equation of overall equilibrium for the nose portion OBB'. Thus
2xy . Tq. cos a = ny2p

or

Tp,

= py/2 cosu.

(xc)

It follows that the longitudinal membranepull is not sensitive to the precise
shape of the curve OBD. Substituting for T4 in (ZG) we have

from which we see that the hoop force Th is very sensitive to the precise
curvature of the meridian curve. It can therefore be changed quite violently
in a short distance in the longLt.udinKL direction by changes of meridian
curvature that have little
effect on the general appearance of the meridian
curve. If, for example, the slope n is kept constant for a short &stance
along the curve, the local radius of curvature r4, being then infinite,
makes the Te term in (W) alaappear, leavmg Th to resist the pressure alone.
The consequenceis a sudden change in the hoop tension, which produces local
bending of en amount depending on the skin bending stiffness.
- 32 -

*

In the shape shown m Fig.lC the longitudmd
curvature falls
off
gradually from the nose 0 until at D, where the merdisn pecomes parallel
to the x axxs, It beccmes zero.
Beyond D the pressure 1s resisted
entu-ely
At the nose, not only is the resistance to the
by the hoop tension.
pressure well shzred between the two membrane forces Te and Th but, Owing
to the smiler
radm of curvature, thexr a'wdute values are also much
reducd.
If the extreme nose is spherical XII shape, for example, mth a
radius l/j that of the mam paral.lel sectxon (beyond DDt) the membrane
- have a value only ?/6
stresses at the nose 0 - hmp ard i.?n~ltutial
tnat of the mm hoop stresses beyond DD'.

-
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Constraining effect

of cabin-frames on shell expansion

I
Free radial expansion of the cabin shell is restricted at the frames,
or folmers, and the smount of restriction
depends on the radial stiffness
and pitch of the frames.
In his "Theory of Plates and Shells" Timoshenko shows that, for a
cylindrical shell, the relation conneotlng the inward radial deflection
and any inwardly-directed radial loads Z per unit &rea (both assumed
oonstsnt circumferentislly)
is given by the differential
equation:-

where h = skin thickness
D = longitudinal bending stiffness of the shell per unit width,
rncluding the effect of strmgers, if any.
The equation canbe regarded as governing the deflection of a
longitudlnnl strip of unit width under a longitudinally variable load 2,
the radial support for the strip deriving from the stiffness of the skin
against radisl displacement and its accompanying circumferential stretch.
Following Timonshenko's treatment, we wrote this 111the form:-

d+W

* 4p4w = ;

2

where

P4

Eh

(3D)

=iz

Equation (222) can be used to solve any problem in whioh internal
frames mterfere with the free expansion of the shell and its stringer
reinforcements.
Emation
is absent. In
skin (owing to
the hoop stress

(ZD) as it stands applies only tien longitudinal tension
a typical cabin shell the longitudual
stress u in the
the stringers taking approximately half the loa 4 ) is $ of
and to take account of this, (ZD) is written in the form:-

In the cabin problem the only externally
the pressure p and therefore:u8 = pa/lch
-34-

applied norml.

force is
(5D)

whence equation

(4D) is fmally

written:-

&+Ew = -P
ax4a*

(1 - u/4)

c
(6.D)

=

where

-p

1

*

= P(l - y/4)

P,

(ml

Thus the constraint
exercised by the longitudinal
tension 1s allowed
for by taking a reduced pressure p, instead of the actual internal
pressure.
2

Single

frame III long expanse of shell

A single frame in an otherwise uniform cyl3ndrlca.l
effectively
a concentrated mward radial load P per unit
crramference
when the shell is under internal
pressure,
rnward radml deflection,
as deduced from the appropriate
(with 2 put equal to zero and with a shear P/2 at x = 0)
Timoshenkointheform:Pe - Bx
vi

E

(sin

shell applxs what 1s
length along the
and. the corresponding
sdutron of (2D),
IS gmen by

(ml

px + 00s Px)

8 P3D
where x is the longitudmsl
The corres~nding

M
x

dxstsnce
bmdmg

zz $-e

Both w ad Mx have them

-Dx

’
D

from the loaded section.

moment is gxven by:-

(sm

px - 00s Px)

m.mmum values

at the loaded section,

x = 0, where:-

1
(IID)

It IS seen from these ewations
that, for a given shell dlsmeter and
skin thickness,
the weaker the st?xnger reinforcement
the more local the
disturbance and the greater the banding stress.

-
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3

RigA

frame v&h

unreinforced

skin

Taking typical figures - a shell radius of 63 in., a skin thickness
of 0.036 in. end a pressure of A0 lb/m2 - we find the unimpeded radial
expansxx~ p,a2/Eh
of the skin to be 0.094 in.
If at a given section the skin, unreinforced. by stringers,
is rlgdl~
held agamst expansion, the effect is to cause an inward local deflection
of 0.094 m., which by (IOD) requties a distributed
force P of 21 lb/in.
We then have:-

p = 0.9 in-’
which, by (SD), means that
2 x 3x/40 or 5.2 3.n.
The mximum beding
u
4

Effect

of stringer

the width
stress

msx.

of the cirom+erential

groove is

at the bottom of the groove is,

=

by (llD):-

lb/in2

28,500

reinforcement

The longltudlnd.
stiffness
of the shell
the stringer
reinforcement
and, for a typical
B =

0.14

wall is greatly increased by
stringer
section snd pitch:-

in-'

and the wdth of the dip in the skin increases from 5.2 in. to 33 in.
The force necessary to prevent radial expansion is now 132 lb/in.
and

(%ax.)skln

+ stringer

=

lyJooo lbim2

Thus, although the radial force necessary to prevent expansion of
the shell 1s much greater for a stringer-reinforced
skin than for the
sku? alone, the increased stiffness
that brings thxs about also reduces
the bending stress, which is of the same order m both cases.
5

Stiffness

of typical

actual

frames specially

stiffened

The ordinary typical
frsme 1s not St&F enoughto provlle the kind
of constraint
required to produce the above loads and stresses, but a
stiffened
ring mth (say) 2.5 1x12of cross-sectional
area would, for the
size cabin here constiered,
have a radial expansion of only 0.019 ~1. 1.e.
l/5 of the free shell expansion under the I25 lb/in.
loading.
The amount
of frame flexibility
this implies reduces the value of P to 105 lb/m.
and the stringer maximum beAm@; stress by some 2C$ to 15,500 lb/m2
under the IO lb/in2 operating pressure.
The above figures neglect the relieving
effect of the secondary
bending moment due to the overall 1ongituCWxCL tenslon, but thx moment
will be less than IO>6of the total.
A resultant
stress of 14,ooO lb/in2
for the above case is therefore near the mark.
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One way, and possibly the most convenient, of making a substantial
rtductmn
in the stranger stress is to double the gauge of the stringer
over
the disturbed region - here covering a distance of about 18 zn. to each side
of the frame. By doing this, we obtain the following
vslues:p

6

=

in-'

0.118

I (of stringer

cum skin)

=

0.012

Radial force

between shell

and frame

=

Pz1201b

Stringer bending stress (max.) (after
allowang for end tension relief)

=

,. ooo lbiin2
,

Orbnary

per unit

length

in3

former frames

The problem of the wnstr auvng effect of the ordinary former-frame
is
many-sided, an that the effect on the frame itself
is just as important as
the effect on the skin-stringer
shell wall.
Perhaps the best way to demonstrate this is again to consider a typical
case. For this purpose we choose
the type of skin-former
fastening in which the farmers are notched to allow
the passage of the stringers,
rather than the type where the stringers
ride
over the farmers.
Beering in mind the extent of the dasturbsnce caused by the constraining effest of a frame - about 18 in. to each side of the frame for a typical
stringer-reinforced
skin - one perceives that, with a typical frame-pitch
of
20 in., the effect of any one frame c-t
be considered independently
of
that of its neaghbours.
A typical
in Fig.lD(a).

section

used 1~1the past for

fuselage

farmers

is that

shown

Fig.lD
in which the sheet thickness
Again following

is 0.036 an. (20 s.w.g.).

Timoshenko ' s* treatment,

* A reference to the original
by Timoshenko.

workby

I.G.

and using his notation,

Bocbnov on this
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subject

let

is given

P

=

reaction
2x0

force

between ring

e

=

pitch

A

=

cross-sectional

a

=

radius

h,P

=

same as used a1ree.Q

PI
(24

=

p(1

=

PO

~42~)

=

(ccsh 2a + DOS 2a)/(sinh

x2(2a)

=

(sinh

and shell-wall

per inch of

of rings
area of ring

of cylind.r~.csl

shell

- u/4)

2a - sin

2a: + sin 2~)

2a)/(sinh

2a + sin

2a)

x (2a) = (cash 2u - co9 2a)/(sinh
2a + sin 2a)
3
The radial loading P on the shell wall IS then gzven by the
relation:-

Pp /j,(2.)

- $$

]

=

P, -F

which, by means of Table 46 in Timoshenko's book where the x functzons
are given in tabulated form for various values a? (21x), can be easily
solved to give P.
The maxiarm skin-strmger

M

maX.

bending moment at the frame 1s given by

ph/A
= PI -

X2(24

a2

from which the maximum strrnger stress 1s at once found.
ing radial deflectxon
wf at the frame is gxven by:-

The correspond-

Wf
=g-c -g$gJ
2

x,(24

Here the hoop stress I.II the frame IS obtained directly
from P, ad.
the bending stress XII the skin-stringer
cabin wall from ii&.
Both these
stresses are therefore affected by the pitch .6 of the frames via the
quantity 2c((= be). By reducing the pitch, zot only are both these stresses
reduced, but another important advantage is gained.. This is a reductxon
in the maximxa hoop stress Itself,
which comes about from the fact that, if
the frarres are not too far apart, the skn in between is effectively
held
down agarnst radial expansion.
By symmetry, the skin till.
have its
greatest radius nndwaybetween two frames, and the nearer this radws 1s
to the radius at the frames the more effective
are the frames in lunting
the msxim~n skrn hoop-stress.
-58-

Now the local inward rs.di8.l deflection causedby a frame or ring measured
from the freely expanded skin (minus frames) is gxx~ by (15D) in which P IS
given by (13D), but to obtain the corresponding deflection mdway between two
rings it 1s necessary to consider agairr the general solution of eption
(6D).
This givss:-

-*,a2
w = (7
+ c, sin px sinh px + c2 sin px cash Px
>
+ C3 cos Px sinh fix + C4 cos Px cash Px

(16D)

Taking the origin for x midway betweentwo adjacent frames, sn?i assuming
the momentthat the frames areccqletely
rigid, we see that, sinoe by
symmetry w must be sn even function, C2 and C3 are both eerc. The remainzng
two constants Cl and 04 are determined by the conditions that both w and dw/dx
are zero at x = 2 e/2. We thus obtain finally the outward radial deflection
curve (-w) of the skin beyond the surface defined by the frames:-

for

t

e = B&/2.

where

‘

At x = 0, midway between the rings,
level of the rings is:-

-(w)x=o = g

the swell of the skin above the

[1 - cOsesinhe +sineOoshe
bhe00sh e + sineO0s e

1

(I@))

where the expression in the square brackets approaches zero as C approaches
zero and unity as 8 becomes large.
If the coefficient p,a'/Eh in (1P) is regarded as the inward radial
deflection caused in the freely expandedcabln wall by the rigid frames, it is
clear that for a constsnt frame-pitch 8, (and therefore constant 0) the corresponding skin deflection at any mter-frame point defined by x is a constant
fraction of the deflection at the frame. The shpes of the ourves in
Fig.2D are therefore independent of the stiffness of the frames, snd so we
can make use of (I&J) to obtain the inter-frame skin deflection if the
deflection at the frame is known.
t~icsl.

The argument put forward here is agam best illustrated
numerical values. Thus let:P

= internal

pressure = IO lb/in2

PI

= P(1 - v/4)

= 9.5 lb/in2

a

= cabin radius

= 5 ft
- 39 -

by coonsiderh&C

I

h

=

skin thxkness

D = bending
width

=

0.036 in.

stlrfness
of skm-strmger
= 0.006 m3 x E

(I = height

of stringer

crown fmn

cabin wall

neutral

A =

cross-sectional
zwe3r cf frame (or rug)
0.098 in2 jaoconSng to pitch)

8

pitch

.

=

P =

of frames (or rings),

(Eh/42D)~

=

p.5 =

8 has the typical

2.8

(13D) we fmd:P

f

values

= 0.14

2a

From (l&D),

= 0.5 in.

= 0.16 I.I? or

given various

Consider first
the case where the frame-pit&.
of 20 x1. This makes:-

From eqmtion

axis

per umt

=

the stringer

32 lb/m.

bending moment

M
UlS.X. =
which makes the bendlng stress

.

c

=!s

50.5 lb/in.,

50.5

=

0

I

x

.

0.5

lb/v?

zz 4,200 lb/in2
This is additive to the overall longitudmsl
4,700 lb/&,
mkmg a total of about 9,000 lb/i&
The corresponding

average stress
?

=

tensron

in the frame is:-

than this

at the notches

Consider next the effect of halving the frame-pitch
the frame gauge fmm 20 to 2L+ (i.e. 0.036 to 0.022 in.).

strmger
stringer

20.2 lb/in.

MIIWX. =
0:=

frame stress

=

of

12,000 lb/m2

and something a good deal higher
considered agam later.

Pe

stress

16.6 lb/in2
1370 lb/m2
12,400 lb/in2

-
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- a point
<andreducing
This gives

value

Thus, by increasing the totsl
amount of material
in the frames in the
ratio 2 x 0.022/0.036,
i.e. by Zyb, the stringer longitudinal
bending stress
is reduxd from 4,200 to 1370 lb/in:!,
i.e. by 677%.
This however is not the whole story, for, by reducing the frame pitch
from 2U in. to IO in. the raterialin
the frames becomes nearly as effective
as the skin itself
in reducing the basso hoop stress (the absence of a Poisson's
Ratio stiffening
effect on the frame accounting for the difference).
The
reason for this 1s illustrated
by Fig.2D (a), (b) and (c) which shows how the
character of the skrn displacement changes with frame pitch.

-‘-*;;i---e=

-_

-.-

-F---E-z--

L

30

-- -. _---._

in.

expansion

-. --

.--=5-*,

- -

L
(b)

.2 = 20 in.

~_

c
2
(cl

4 = IO in.

"1'

r-

section

Fig.2D
In each sub-figure
the dotted line marks the level of the constraining
frsmes, the chain-dotted
curve marks the position
the expanded. skin would
take If unconstrained by the rings, and the full curve represents the actual
shape It takes up.
In F1g.D (a) where the pitch 1s 30 IA., it 1s seen that the displacement of the skin midway between adjacent frsmes is unaffected by the constraining frames.
In Flg.2D (b), with the conventional
pitch of 20 in., the skin still
swells out between frames to about 44% of the swell associated with a very
long frame-pitch.
In (c) however the frames are dose enough together to
pevent anything more than a negligible
amount of swell between Praes.
In
other words, the hoop strain 1s the sag 111 skrr and frsmes, and all the
material
put into the frames is, in the matter of hoop stress, nearly as
effective
as if it had been used to increase the skin thickness - not quite
as effectxve because, as mentIoned above, for the same strain the hoop
stress in the skin is greater than that in the frame by v times the longitudinal stress, x.e. by loo0 lb/in2.
pitch

Table I sumrzzlses the sltuatiun
as between 20 gauge francs
3nd 2.4 gauge frames at IO in. pitch.
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nt 20 in.

20 I.ZL Pitch
Radial pull between skin end fraiu? per
inch of arc
Hoop stress

111frsme

iviaxunun hoop stress
beiween frazs)
Stringer

32 lb

20.2

lb

12,COO lb/in2

j2,400

lb/d

14,500

fl

13,400

0

at rztngs

4,200

0

1,370

"

stress frombending
tension (4,700 lb/m)

8,900

"

6,000

w

U-I skin (mdway

bending stress

Stringer resultant
ad. longltudlnal

10 XL Pitch

Weight of franc mnterdl.
cabin length

per ft

run of
3.3

4.1

lb

lb

It is seen frcur, ttrs ths.t, at the cost af an extra weight of
1 lb per ft run of oabln, a worttidde
reduction m sliln and stringer
stress 1s achieved.
Unfortunately
there seems to be no way to reduce the
hoop stress m the frame, either by reducing frame pitch or increasing the
frxi?ie cross-sectuzxd
awa.
Any acceptable mcrease of frame cross-section
merely
increases the rdial
castrant
on the shell, which xmedlately
reacts to cause a higher hoop stress on the frame Itself.
Although the
fra%e hcop stresses quoted In the table are a little
lower than the
msmmm interframe
skin stresses, the frame notches cause a further
concentration
that must make the resultant
stress around the rot&es
consderably
higher.
A possible way of reducing the notch stresses 1s to use a more
favourable shape of notch.
This implies a shape of stringer
section
wider and with a crown less sharp than that nordally useL
6

Interaction
stresses.

between for;ner-frues

To undsrstand. the stress Slstrlbution
sary to mns~der the precxe way UI tixh
skin-stringer
cabm wall.
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and cabin walls

- frame-lip

In a fonxer-frame
ioad IS trsnsmztted

It 1s necesto it by the

Fig.2D(a) shows part of a notched frame and the primary forces applied
to it by the skin. An enlarged inter-notch part of the frame is showa in
Pig.ZD(b) under radial forces P per unit length.
6.1

‘

Frsrae hoop-stresses

If the load applied by the expanding skti were purely radial, the frame
would be able to resist expansion by virtue only of its unbroken inner region
lying below the notches, the clrcumferentisl
tension having little
chance of
diffusing into the proJecting portion AB lying directly between the notzhe,.
This would entail heavy stress concentration around the bottoan of the notches
and practically eero circumferential stress along the outer edge of the ring.
Actually, however, owing to the direct fastening to the frame over the region
AB, the skin tends to stretch the outer lip of the frame over that region.
Thus the ring is extended in two distinct ways - over its mner part indirectly
by radial extension, and over its outer part directly by contact with the
expandskin.

*

In considering the stress distribution
in. the ring the easiest wsy is
to superpose two systems of stress distribution.
In the first we assume
that
the outer lip (BA of Fig.3D) is continuous over the notches. The tiole ring
section is then exter&J. an the first of the two distinct ways men=d
in
the previous paragraph, and the skin is not called upon to stretch the outer
lip darectly.
Under this condition the load P is obtained from equation (13D)
snd this gives the tensile stress in the ring. The stress concentrations round
the bridged notches are treated as if they occurred In a straight bsr under
end tension with the samebridged notches. The bridging of course considerably reduces these concentrations.
In the second system the continuity of the outer lip over the notches is
assumedto be broken, which is equivalent to removing the bri&ge portion and
applying the loads Q that the bridge previously carried, as shown m Pig.3D(c).
The loads Q are now carried in two ways:(i)

By compression of the combined former-lip,
stringer-flange
skin over the inter-notch portion AI!, and

(ii)

By tension of the skin across BB'.

The stringer
negligible.

e

zmd

is too springy to carry any load and is therefore

Although the thickness of the skin over BB' is slraller than the
ccnhined thicknesses of skin and lip over AD it still carries the greater part
of the load Q by reason of the greater stiffness it derives from its much
shorter length. This meansthat the end rivet connecting the ring lip to the
skin and stringer flange takes a considerable amount of shear as well as
direct radial tension. The consequent local stress in the skin around the
rivet (or bolt) is greatly reduced if skin and stringer-flange
are continuously
connected, such as by a metal adhesive of sometype. It is to be appreciated
however that the use of a continuous adhesive introduces an adverse effect
that is practically
absent when each flange of a stringer is connected to
the skin by a single line of rivets.
With an adhesive, each stringer flange
within the wnflnes of its own width picks up and again discards its appropriate share (depen-ling on the relative thiclmesses of skin snd flange) of the
hoop tension in the skin, so introducing heavy shear stresses in the sdneslve
between skin and stringer-flange
at the flange edges. The local reduction
in the skin hoop stress offers no benefit since the inter-stringer
skin is
With a single line of
SUbJeCted
to the full cabin hoop stress in. any eVaA
rivets per flange this kind of hooptension pick-up cannot take place.
-
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6.2

.

Frame lip-ben&ng

stresses

One important effect that has to be c@nsCiered 1s the bending of
the outer lie tier
the rndlal forces from the shell msll.
Ovvlng to the
notches, ra&l
displacement of the lip canbe greater than that of the
rug as a whole, because of the bendrng of the lip as a short beam in
If khe rug lip
the wy indicated by the lip shown in Fig. lC(b).
or flange has a mldth f, this bendmg moment mounts to (Pf/Z) x 6/5 per
inch periphery (assuming the notches to occupy l/6 of the rzng periphe-y)
and the corresponding bending stress d is given by

With P = 32 lb., and f = 0.8 UI. this gives a value of 70,000
lb/m*
for o-. The flexlbillty
of the lip largely relieves
the sltuatlon,
but even so the stress amounts to over 20,000 lb/m*.

r
.

Stresses of this ixaxgltude are unacceptable, but they are tiff'lcult
to avc~d m frames %ath a 2 or SUI~~XC section, partwulnrly
as the
mner lrp suffers from sli;lilar,
If smaller, bendug stresses from the
sme cause. There 1s no doubt that, from this pout
cf new,
a u~ore
Here, sm‘e
suitable se&Ion 1s the lipped U section shown mFlg.@.
the zeslstance to radxii
expansxon of each element
of cross-section
IS proport~onal to the area of that
element; the appropriate
shape of the section 1s a
deep catenary.
The lips
my be any convenzent wu%h,
but the fastenbetween
lip and skul, or stringerflange, should naturally
be as close as possible to
the sprm8 of the oatenary
arch, zn order to cut down
ben&ng stresses.
Fig.@
As the bending 'modulus' (q/I) of t' ne sheet constltutlng
the fraaelip drops uore rapully than its thxkness,
the ben&ng stresses above
discussed vary inversely witn the thickness and hence more or less
inverseljr wxth the fram pitch.
The closer the franc-pitoh
therefore,
the more desxable
it is to adopt the tid
of catennary se&Ion above
advocated.
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IZPEA'DIXE
Rear dome of' pressure-cabin

.

In ccnsulering
the desqn of the rear dome of a pressure
cabu,
the objective
is tc achieve a munmun weight for the doiile ~.tself and a
minmum amcat of rnterf'erence stresses at the junction of dome and
oabw vualls.
As a matter of academic rnterest It may be proved that a circular
openmg wth completely rigid edges 1s most exonomxally
closed
by a 60'
spherxal
cap as shown in Flg.lE.
Here the rigid circular
edge LUL'
applies the tension T
that IS the a3nstant
mwbrsne tension m the
cap. The cabin x&L1 is
adequate to contribute
the horuontal
component
cf T but the vertical
component must be prcvGkd
by an outsuie agency If
the rmxibrane stresses
are to be preserved in
the cap. The true loads
m dome and wall are
obtamtd by addmg the
stresses Just noted to
those produced by an
inwardly applied radial
load T ccsa around the
Pig.lE
circle AA' . unless a
very heavy ring 1s fitted
at AL, the stresses and
displac~mwts
that such
an urward load would
prcduceP are qute unacceptable - hence the acadenno
character of this type of
A hennsolution.
spherxcsl dome, 3s shown
m Fig.2E does a-way mth
the unbalaritied vertxal
component cf the inerbrane
stress, and weighs only
a little
more. The only
problem left is that of
ccnnectng
together the
dome, the cylindrical
shell, and the aft portion
of the fuselage to the
best advantage.
F1g.2E
One essential
ccndltun
of
rad~l
offset between these three
must not be any reduction 111the
( 1-e. the unpressurised fuselage
The ~arrangement visualised

the Joint IS that It shall allow no
components.
Another LS that there
elastic
stability
of the aft fuselage
aft of se&Ion 1X of Fig.2E).
is tkt
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shown roughly

uFig.JE.

Fig. 33
Here the cabin skin SK with its reInforcing
stringer T and aftermost
or&wry
former-fr3ine G projects a little
beyond the franc in order to pick up
AEF, sdar
the dome skin 4.X and the sft-fuselage
skin ADB. Short stringers
are fastened to the uyler face
in pitch and section to the forward stringers,
cf the &me. The -er
edges F3 of these stub-stringers
are parallel
to the
at iiE to
lcngitudinal
axis of the cabin, so that they taper from full-section
nothing at F.
linother set of stub-stringers
ADF, thex outer edges in line with the
forward skin, nre fastenedto
the outer face of the dome ad terwnzxte at D,
where they attain full depth of section after starting
from nothlng m the
neighbourhood of K. Aft of D the strwer-reinforcement
for the fuselage skin
is of the standard type.
Connection between aft fuselage-skin
and the curved
dome - dditional
to the direct fastening over AK - is made by finally
attaching the otherwise unreinforced
length of skin E;D to the outer faces of the
ntrmgers KED.
The obJect of the arrangement is to ensure that the aft fuselage dd..n
over the region KD is adequately stabilised
aganst buckling under ed-loads,
mlthout introducing
any radial offsets at the Joint AK, thus satisfying
the
two conditions
already set down. The size of the stub-strmgers
shouldbe
such that the longdudinal
bending stiffness
aft of sectlon 1~ is maintzxLned at
approximately
the same value as that forward of A.
Numerical

values

If we unagine the cabin cut through at A dile
the internal
pressure
longitudinal
tensionare
maintained,
the forwsn3. shell at A will have a
greater radial expansion than the &XIX? and rear fuselage at ir.
frsine)

For the forward
is

shell,

the rdisl

deflection

the absence of a

= 0.095 in.

w1
as already

(m

found.

For the dome unconnected to the aft-fuselage
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skin

and

i

L

(v/2 being t&en instead of v because about half
tension 1s accounted for by the stub-strmgers).
For the aft-fuselage,

supposing rt resisted

the longitudinal
the pressure

by Itself,

pa2
(3E)

WT = -g
.

Thus,
Radul stlrl'ness
of aft fuselage + dome
radial siiffness
of dome alone
5: l+(liiith dome ati
1s
given by
"lb

aft-fuselage

connected,

"/2)/2

therefore,

=

I.&

the deflection

iif

w
4

2
=-1.44=

cl.L+l+

(assuming the dome skxn thi&ness
walls I.e. 0.036 U-J.).

=

0.03i.n.

to be the smae 1s that

of the cabm

In the above we have assumed (Justifiably
for the ratlo a/h here
considered) that the longitudulal
bendug deflections
of the dome in the
reg:lon AD are nearly the same as they wx.ld be lf the dome were replaced
.
by a cylinder.
To x-e-establish continuty
of displacement at A, a radral. loading
and a moment per unit length CC arc has to be applied to the foward
shell at 1~and equal but opposite loading and Imoment to the dome tit of
11.
For 'me fomard

shell
Eh
=

where ho and Do refer

to the forward

(0.14)4

(6X)

shell.

For the dome (snd aft fuselage)

cm

4

pa

Since D is the same for

both cases.
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If

now
w

mmrd

=

s

wa =

deflection

outward deflection

we must m&e

CWS
+ “,J

relative

to w1

of dome relative

to w
4

of shell

= (w, - W&J

(BE)
c

f&o

if
i

S

ia

loading

=

inwsrd slope of shell

edge from horieontsl(approachingpint)

=

outward slope of &me edger mm horieontal(

Now the deformations of the open ends of a shell
shown in F1g.a is given* by

“

11 )

snd dome under the

Fig.4E
w

=

cos Px) - P cos 9x1

for ths shell, and the same expressionbut
with the sign of P reversed
the dome. Frcxn this it follows that, at x = 0,
w
(positive

---A&

for

(IIE)

(@M + P)

inward)

aw
FE
for the forward
* See Ref.1

=

(I'=)

= &

(12E)

(2PM + P)

shell.

equation

232
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Thus, using (62)

and (p)

mth (IIE)

and (IZE) we have

(13E)

and therefore,

from (8E),

Lz w1 -w 4 = O.CY5 - 0.03

Putting
I

Do = O.O06E,

Ps = o.j4,

= 0.065

p,

in.

(15E)

= 0.168,

we have
= -650

1.3M+4.8P

(l&E)

Tahng the slope dw/dx next, we have

*

dw
i

s

id

=

=

-2

=

dx

d"'a
dx

- J-

(2ps

M + P)

2Pg
=

(I&)

From (9%) therefore
(19E)

whxh, on substdutmg

for p, and p, gives
26.2M +15.5P

1

or

= 0

P = - 1.7 M
Substxtuting

(2033

this in (16E), w fmd
&I =

R.2 lb

P = -J&3 lb/m.
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(21E)

Thus the bending moment at the cconn~n section
ILkment.
The bending moment distribution
(hogging moment positive)
is given*

D a2w
z=
where

is the reverse

of a hogging

in shell anddoine near the common section
for the forward shell by

- Mfpp(Px)-;

.

* c (Px)

~&3x)

=

ewpx

(~0.55 Ox + sm

t;(px)

=

espx

(sin

PX)

and by the same eqxtion,
with the sign of P reversed,
functions
cp and z are conveniently
tabulated 111ref.1.

@xl-

(23E)
1

for the dome.

The

i

I
I

j

Fig.53
Fig.5E shows how the bending moment varies each side of the cornnon
secticn.
It is seen that the greatest bending moment occurs in the dome 1.5 lb in. per inch of circumference - and, since the stiffness
D has been
assumed the same for shell and dome, the greatest bending stress also. This
is satisfactoznly
emaIl, having the vaIue
d

max=

1,250 lb/in.,

* Ref.1 equation (236)
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f

550 lb/in?
The
the correspm.dug
maxmum stress in the shellbelng
additmn cf the longitudinal
tensun stress of 4,700 lb/&
brmgs these
stresses up to 5,950 and 5,250 lb/in2 respectively.
Effect

of frame at cmmon sectIon

Xothmg more than an ordinary former frame seems to be requued
the common secticn of shell end dome.

at

It slightly
increases the inward radm.l deflection
of tLe shell
and reduces the outmard-deflection
of the dome. Its effect is small and
can easily be found by the nethod ducwsed
m Appendix D.
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